Galactic 101
Taking Back our Lives and Star Families

This is a basis course to begin
to learn the secrets from Our
Star Families in the Galactic
World in order to build a
Divine Life on the truths of
our Divine/Star Family's
Agendas.

Sacred Ground Collective Community
Intentions
We hold space for women to wake up, acknowledge and heal the wounds they carry in order to build lives that
bring benefit and good. We understand our hidden history as Galactic Star Families. Being deeply rooted in
these truths, enables us to maintain sovereignty and restore ourselves to our Soul's true nature.
We honor each women's experience, power, and authority, we encourage each to "go within", be in stillness,
and find their unique contribution.

Agreements
• We gather in the Sacred Space of Safety and Sovereignty
• One person speaks at a time and each is free to pass
• We recognize that each woman is a leader in her own life
• We share leadership to preserve the integrity of the circle and purpose
• We pause to hear guidance from the intelligence of those of Good in the unseen
• We respectfully listen to each other's inner guidance
• We listen deeply from our heart
• We share concisely from our personal life experiences
• We listen with discernment rather than judgment
• We are self-responsible and apply Good Mind in monitoring our own energy
• We are not here to fix, change, nor advise unless asked
• Our spiritual experiences and visions are held as sacred and valuable
• What is spoken in the circle, stays in the circle

Introdution
Like the giant ocean liner, the Titanic, Earth seemed to be sailing with great ease. Over the years, the few voices
calling warnings were assured, "All is well!" "Just love."
"No problem", was the general consensus, "just move your chair" to a different spot on the ship.
And so, the model for problem solving was to rearrange the furniture. Shift your view. No problem now. Sit back,
eat, chat, and listen to great, uplifting music.
More and more it is evident that our lives, families, communities, and world is in trouble. More are
acknowledging, "All is NOT WELL."
We have been given so many false concepts leaving us in a similar consciousness as those on the Titanic. Many
voices are explaining why and using the old stories to suggest solution. Like moving your chair to another spot on
the ship.
What has been kept from Humanity is the Overall Picture from our Star Families… What was our Original
purpose? Why are we on Earth? What had we hoped to accomplish?
The result is that we have been living within systems designed to dominate and control our Soul families.
Because most of the puzzle pieces are separate, they shake and are easily tossed about whenever the table is
shaken.
In our world today, there is a dramatic play being enacted upon the world stage. We have been trying to live the
pieces of our contribution on a landscape created to destroy such creations.
When you know our Galactic and Star History, it is a play that is Perfect - even in it Horrors.
We are all participants in the dramas.
Unfortunately, most of us have been programmed to forget the script, our lines, our commitment.
AND THAT IS WHERE THE PROBLEM LIES!
It is Critical that those who are ready, re-member our Galactic Plans and Families.

Some Concepts That Are Not True
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Humanity is the cancer on this planet
All there is is Love
This is a planet for learning
We need the dark to grow
When we have learned "our" lessons, we will not come back to an earth experience
The most important quality for earth is to obey
Men's nature is assertive and leading
Female's nature is receptive and nurturing

In your journal:
Ponder and write:
What do you know about Yourself? Claim with a Reality Statement.... I am a presence of:
What cracks your walls?
Use your journal to note when you are "triggered" out of Good Mind ... How do I know... enmity between....
Use the Reality Shift process to write new stories

Picture of the Galactic History

Seven Star Families in Earth Mission
Their Original Agendas

• Divine Star Family chose the Green Spectrum is curiosity and the choice to experience various aspects of Good
• Divine Star Family chose the White Spectrum is to experience and radiate JOY
• Divine Star Family chose the Orange Spectrum is to experience and broadcast inner knowing with Gifts of
Unseen/Spirit
• Divine Star Family chose the Blue Spectrum is to experience and radiate Peace.
• Divine Star Family chose the Yellow Spectrum is to use Power Correctly. You may feel it as an Deep Inner
Strength, or even an ability to see BS.
• Divine Star Family chose the Orange Spectrum is to experience and broadcast inner knowing with Gifts of
Unseen/Spirit
• Divine Star Family chose the Purple Spectrum is to experience and broadcast Clarity of Soul, the All Good of
Home

Nature of a Divine Star Family Member
1. Deep sense of BIGGER agenda and contribution
2. Over arching presence of All Good
3. Sense of group/community of togetherness
4. Witnesses fragmentation within earth cultures
5. Sees agenda to use other and confused because it is so foreign
6. Finds reflections of Home and embraces them
7. Expects experiences of Good of home to resource and enrich life experiences and wonders why it is not
8. Has forgotten the assignments as ambassador from DF/Home in Earth body and mission
9. Desires to act as conduit/channel through which intelligence-filled energy flows into life/lives
10. Feels like a stranger on earth

Suggested Reality Statements
•
•

I am feed, clothed, and energized by the greater field of my Divine Star Family collective
My life, breath, activities are a reflection of my Earth purpose as an ambassador of my Divine Star Family's
agenda with the Earth Mission plan.

Compare to the Values Held by the current Cultural Creatives
as identified by Paul Ray
• Love Nature and are deeply concerned about its destruction
• Place great emphasis on relationships within all in the web of life - this is why women
•

Are not materialistic or money-driven

• Have artistic and creative inclinations
• Are interested in spirituality and personal growth
• Have a habit of volunteering
• Desire equality and inclusion for women
• Are concerned for planet-wide issues like global warming and poverty
• Are willing to pay higher taxes if it benefits society
• Are concerned about the high cost of corporate profits.

First Steps
Understanding our Galactic Star family's agenda and nature as an immense collective is the beginning
The values of my Star family and Spiritual teachers are.........
The first point of power is to claim secured channels to your Star Family
What tools or processes do you have that you can use to build relationships with this Family?
There is intelligence in Your Star collective that will serve you in building from a New Consciousness.

Assignments
Create one or two Reality Statements to use as your daily focus during the week. We will call this your "North
Star".
Use your journal to note how you get back to or stay in Good Mind

Two Major Domination Concepts
"You are not enough"
"There is enmity between you, your sisters, your voice of authority."
Watch for those whispers and ask your Healing Teams to DEEP SIX the energy voice.

Resources
Transformational Tools
Here are links to access the TAG tools suggested in this class via a website:
Reality Shift: LINK
DEEP Six:

LINK

Call Details:
We will meet for the next 3 weeks. The Thursday course will skip December 24th.
Bring a journal, a candle, essential oil, or Crystalline Spray for your space.

Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/242730595?pwd=WlVpM0dJY2NjR09CVGk3RkJRM09ldz09
If you come in through the zoom website or zoom app, here is the meeting ID: 242 730 595
Passcode: ourspace
I am excited to share with you during this magik time!

Our Energy Field of Home had been greatly altered and contaminiated before there
was even a though of Earth.
A Few Experiences in the Galactic Worlds that Had Entrapped all Souls and Had
extended into our Earth Journey
A lot happened to us as Divine Star Families in the Galactic worlds.
Whispers from Outsiders deceived and they were invited into our fields
We became totally owned
Various plans to free ourselves, or get help did not work
Earth plan was intended to be a way to identify and remove all trace of Outsiders and their energy of
domination
Before 2000, we were 100% entrapped from the 1st Galactic world into the 8th of Earth.
Today, there is 25% of that Domination energy remains, almost exclusively in the 8 Dimensions of Earth Life
We have regained the knowledge of Earth purpose, Female authority voice, male heart strength and can
accomplish the major reason for Earth, to identify and remove the entire Domination influence.

Eight Worlds

#

Each world is composed of 8 ranges of
energy frequency.
The worlds, then have different
vibrational speeds and capacity.
Our total Energetic Field of Life has 64
dimensions, or ranges, of frequency.
Earth's 8 dimensions are the slowest and
densest.

The Identification and REMOVAL of the Outside societies began in earnest in 2000. As of today, there
is 25% of their presence remaining, mostly in the 8th world/Earth

Resources
My first book, Remembering Earth Mission, from The Ancient Ones, Keepers of Galactic Secrets
begins the story.
Paperback version: LINK
Audio via podcast: LINK
Information and application for the year-long Galactic Landscape course: LINK
Guardian Circle invitation Saturday mornings at 9:30 am PST

•
•
•
•
•
•

The password: ourspace in embedded in the url
https://zoom.us/j/111137815?pwd=YW5ZOHltb09lbk1Kak9RalZwVTNvZz09
If you come in via the zoom app, you will use the meeting ID and password:
Meeting ID: 111 137 815
Passcode: ourspace
YouTube Channel to see some Guardian gatherings: LINK

The Plan for those in Female Body Suits
The Plan for the soul in a Female body was held within the original DNA and Chakra centers
of power.
The Assignment to Design, Discern, and Speak with Authority was KEY for the accomplishment of
Earth Mission......

Why and How, the DNA and Chakra Unfoldment

1. Causal

The most important aspect of Earth mission was having a soul who had
the authority to remove the Outsiders.

2. Feet
3. Base
4. Creative/Sexual
5. Solar Plexus
6. Hara
7. Heart
8. Thymus
9. Throat
10. Third Eye
11. Crown

Therefore, souls who chose the mission of Authority, placed their
ownership contracts with the design team who incorporated it into the
Male Body suit. That body suit carried two contracts, was constantly
being monitored and had to be in obedience to Outsider "masters".
The Female body had NO ownership contracts, was free, not seen by
any of the Outsider's monitoring systems. This soul could function in
the denser energies of earth and be unseen as "she" explored, designed,
and created cultures.Females created codes for each village of the
mission force to thrive by using the Law of Manifestation.
The Chakras of the Female bodies show that mission as a natural
unfoldment in the original DNAs.

12. Knees
13. Base of Spine
14. Medulla Oblongata

The Males first three Chakras for Causal, Crown, and Heart. They
vibrate at higher frequencies. That allows them to function as the one
holding all possibilities and using the power of Heart energy to nurture
the entire village.

Chakra Path for Female Mission
What Step are You On? Or
Have You Rushed Ahead
Without Mastering the Power
Center Before?
Causal
Feet
Earth
Base
Creative
Solar Plesus
Hara
Heart
Thymus
Throat
Third Eye
Crown
Knees
Bast of Spine
Medulla Oblongata

Distinquishing the Chakras
The chakras we have been using for a very long time reflect the crippled body suit, rewiring, and programs of the
Outsiders put in place 250,000 years ago.
These are the basis of the original body suits.
1 - Causal- Spiritual Control Central: This point is at least 18 inches above the crown. At this chakra, the
soul coming into the body re-evaluates the plans. When they are accepted the causal is activated like flipping a
light switch. It is the soul's way of confirming, "This is my body, my life and I come with planned purpose."
2- Feet - Ground to Earth: The energy from Source moves through the portal of the Sun to be re-calibrated
for use on this planet. For females, that energy moves from the Causal through her body systems into the feet
chakra to firmly ground her to Earth. This gives the female the authority to speak and remove Outsiders from
Earth and beyond.
3 -Earth - Roots to Gaia and Sisters: The energy for the Female goes immediately into our Mother, the
Earth. This is her connection to the unlimited energy that Earth has stored for our support in our Earth walk.
Here is where the Female anchors solidly into the bosom of Earth, the roots of her sisters as resource
4 - Base - Needs and Wants to Thrive: Next the energy naturally activates the base. This is where the female
was to look out over this new planet and consider her own plans to decide what she would want and need in
support of her family and the mission. This is her place to choose all that would cause the Souls on mission to
thrive and be abundant.
5 - Creative - Manifesting Design: After building a relationship with the Earth and learning to ask for needs
and wants, female energy moves to the the next center, the creative chakra. Here she learns to create from energy
with simply a word. Here she becomes very aware that she has created the sees for what shows up in her life. She
develops a keen sense of accountability for her world.
6 - Solar Plexus - What expands or constricts? Authority voice: This center holds the ability to discern
what constricts life and what expands life. The solar plexus is the most important point on a female’s mission.

She knows that Earth supplies all that she needs and wants and she knows that her ideas become physical. She
recognizes any constricting, sabotaging, limiting forms in her world. She can taste good and evil., and knows that
she is responsible to identify and remove the evil.
7 - Hara - Connecting to Collective and place in 'village': After the first five centers are activated then the
energy of the hara clicks in to bring balance into her system that prepares her to move into the higher centers.
8 - Heart - Bringing Rooted Love into Earth Village: Only after refining her sense of integrity, her
commitment to correct principles and with her foundational energy integrated and balanced was it intended that
a female’s heart chakra would naturally open. When a female knows that she has the power to claim space,
design for Good, to hold the womb for the mission, then her heart comes on board. From that place she will act
with compassion for the expansion of all. Forcing the heart to activate before a female is grounded in her power
and respected for her voice does harm.
9 - Thymus - Dimensions beyond Earth: Now the female is ready to begin the exploration of other
dimensions within our galactic experience, reclaiming her gifts and knowledge.
10 - Throat - Speaking Wisdom from Experiences: This center gives the female the ability to move the
energy of her authentic expression into sound, to speak, to sing, to communicate. These sounds express her
individual clarity, her unique role of service and vision for the greater families. Her words are not hollow and
false but filled with her truth.
11 - Third Eye - Inner Gifts for Place in Star Plan: This point opens naturally to allow her inner skills to
come forth as support of her authentic self.
12 - Crown - Secured Channel to Star Family: This is the place for her direct conscious connection to the
Source, the Sun being an expression of Sacred. This point was designed to be instrumental to her guidance as she
awakens to greater possibilities.
13 - Knees - Humility in Joyful Service: The next chakras are held in the knees These provide the action all
of humanity wants to access. It is the conscious choice to step into our Universal purpose. In natural evolution,
individuals transform and free themselves from tribal mind, from parasitic influences, from imbedded patterns

to become a Master of our Self. Then they bow in service. In that process they are refined and live with
sovereignty, nobility and integrity.
14 - Base of Spine - Deeper Personal Commitment: This indicates a step up into higher regions as the
energy opens to the personal Tree of Life.
15 - Modulla Oblongata - Request for more Manna/Possibilities from Plan: The energy moving
through the entire system and up the spine is intended to reach back to the Divine and ask for more energy. Each
individual’s reach for more energy bring great flow from Source that was intended to lift the entire family. Calling
for “Manna from Heaven” completes the energy system’s circle.

Message from Mothe
(appreciation to mythologist Joseph Campbell
by: Carol Lynn Pearso
For all those little gifts you gave t
the mythologists and archaeologist
to give to m
I thank you, Mother
For that precious big-bellied gurine presse
by Paleolithic hands and the magical nake
outline of you on the walls of cave
I thank you
I thought I was a Motherless chil
in an always Motherless hous
and then your little surprises began to com
as did my tears, my grateful tear
for there was your soft and ancient voice
I am here. I am female. I am divine
Thank you for the word "mother
spoken centuries before the word "father
for blood and baby do not li
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but testify that Mother was the First Thin
the power that carried and birthed the univers
and all in it, the sea, the earth, the animal

the upright ones, the men and women who love
in peace within Her safe cycle and gathere
food to the easy sound of wind and rain
I am here. I am female. I am divine
I thank you, Mother, for brooding over your peopl
when the dark times came, when the invaders cam
the Indo-Europeans from the nort
and the Semites from the desert, turning the birthing
upside down so Athena was born of the forehea
of Zeus and Eve was born of the rib of Adam
Their gods were mal
and their swords were bronz
and they named you Abominatio
and butchered and buried you without knowin
they were planting you, for you are the transforme
who turns a seed into a tree, the Tree of Lif
who is sturdy and many and grew in all place
the goddess of many names that I read no
on pages made from the three that speak for the tree
I am here. I am female. I am divine
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Athena - Ceres - Cerridwen - Demeter - Diana
Hathor - Inanna - Isis - Kali - Maat - Venus
hundreds more - shining black or ivory or re
and each a name that points to Mother

The past does what the past is and it is gone
Men are still warriors, but not all, for many understan
that our very being turns now on our turning to our
Mother, who is ready to correct our view of heaven so tha
God herself and God himself, who are always On
can join on earth to bless the confused billions
The next step is ours, daughters of our Mothe
and did we ever think She would not uphold u
in our essential mission
We think you, Mother, as now we ris
the women with microphones in the halls of governmen
the halls of justice, of media, of religio
the women penning books and scribbling poem
the women helping women buy a new goat or a sewing machin
the women marching with signs and songs
There is a power in our words and our words are these
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We are here.We are female.We are divine

